Killer Whales
by Seymour Simon

The orca or killer whale is a toothed whale that is an efficient predator, even attacking huge young blue whales.
Their only enemy is human beings. Orcas live in Eden Killer Whale Museum - Killers Registration for the
2014-2015 school year: Now Open! Bring the field of cutting edge killer whale research to your classroom.
Featured Content Killer whale - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 20 Oct 2015 . This killer whale is so depressed it
wont nurse its baby as footage captured at SeaWorld by activists show an adult Orca so unhappy it stares Orcas:
Facts About Killer Whales - LiveScience Did you know killer whales are also called the blackfish? Explore the
Vancouver Aquariums AquaFacts to learn incredible new things and find answers. Though killer whales, also called
orcas, are considered whales by most people, they are actually members of the Delphinidae (dolphin) family. Killer
whales are The orca, or killer whale (Orcinus orca) is a toothed whale and is the largest member of the dolphin
family. It is highly social and composed of matrilineal family
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This SeaWorld killer whale is so depressed it wont nurse its baby . 4 Sep 2015 . (CNN) A discovery in a Mississippi
bayou is giving scientists a glimpse into a rarely-seen marine species. Attracted to the telltale swoosh Killer Whale
Tales Environmental education through stoytelling and . ?The orca, or killer whale, with its striking black and white
coloring, is one of the best known of all the cetaceans. It has been extensively studied in the wild and is Killer
Whale -- Kids Planet -- Defenders of Wildlife The killer whale (Orcinus orca), also referred to as the orca whale or
orca, and less commonly as the blackfish or grampus, is a toothed whale belonging to the oceanic dolphin family,
of which it is the largest member. Killer whales are found in all oceans, from Arctic and Antarctic regions to tropical
seas. ?Killer Whale - Hebridean Whale and Dolphin Trust Killer whales along the coast of British Columbia and
Washington are some of the best-studied whales in the world. Intensive field research in this region has Orca Killer
Whale - Whale and Dolphin Conservation Puget Sounds killer whales looking good The Seattle Times 16 Sep 2015
. A pod of killer whales was captured on video chasing a boat off the coast of San Diego recently. A killer whale is
seen chasing a boat off the Killer Whales (Orcas) - National Geographic KILLER WHALES (Orcinus orca) InfoBook.Discover animal, environmental, and zoological career facts as you explore in-depth topic coverage via
SeaWorld, Orca Basic Facts About Orcas Defenders of Wildlife Killer whales cooperate like a team to raise
families, find food and protect the pod. Each pod has a strong leader, usually an adult female, and every member
has 30 Sep 2015 . Two New Zealand men were on a fishing trip when they captured footage of a pod of killer
whales hunting a dolphin. Things took a dramatic Vancouver Aquarium :: Killer Whales Size relative to a bus:
Orcas, or killer whales, are the largest of the dolphins and one of the worlds most powerful predators. They feast on
marine mammals such as seals, sea lions, and even whales, employing teeth that can be four inches (ten
centimeters) long. Killer Whales: The Natural History and Genealogy of Orcinus Orca in . 9 Oct 2015 . California
Coastal Commission approves a $100 million expansion of tanks SeaWorld uses to hold killer whales in San Diego,
but attaches ban Orcas Vs Shark: Killer Whales Take Down Tiger Shark - YouTube Watching killer whales in the
wild in British Columbia and Washington state is a popular recreational activity. Nothing quite matches the thrill of
witnessing a pod KILLER WHALES (Orcinus orca) - Animal InfoBook - Sea World Orcinus orca species guide. The
orca or killer whale is the an apex predator of the sea and the largest member of the dolphin family. It is highly
intelligent and Killer Whales - National Marine Mammal Laboratory - NOAA CWR - orca - Center for Whale
Research Killer whales, also known as orcas, are actually the largest members of the dolphin family. Their size,
colouration and behaviour make them very distinctive. Pod of Killer Whales Seen on Video Chasing Boat Off San
Diego . Old Tom, Tom, Edens Killer Whales At times the pod numbered up to 36. However with few records
available we only have names for 21 of the killer whales that Pygmy killer whales stranded in an unusual spot CNN.com 21 Oct 2015 . The J, K, and L pods of southern-resident killer whales appear to be in robust health, new
photographs show, and several appear to be Killer Whale (Orcinus Orca) - Animals - A-Z Animals - Animal Facts .
Killer Whales (orca) are found in all the worlds oceans both hot and cold from the freezing waters of the North and
South poles to tropical seas. The killer whale California bans captive breeding of SeaWorld killer whales . 20 Nov
2014 . Orcas, or killer whales, are a highly intelligent, social species that lives in pods and can cooperatively hunt
for prey. Wild Whales » Killer Whale (Orcinus orca) Find out whats known about Orcas (Killer Whales), Orcinus
orca, Mammalia, Cetacea, Delphinidae, including their world range and habitats, feeding behaviors, . Orca (Killer
Whale) American Cetacean Society J2 (Granny) is the oldest known Southern Resident Killer Whale and is
estimated to be 103 years old, while J1 (Ruffles) was estimated to be 59 years old when . Orca, Killer Whale:
ZoomWhales.com - Enchanted Learning The orca, or killer, whale is the largest member of the dolphin family.
Orcas have long, rounded bodies with large dorsal fins at the middle of their backs. Video shows two fishermen
caught in the middle of a killer whale hunt Orcas (Killer Whales), Orcinus orca ~ MarineBio.org 26 Sep 2014 - 3 min
- Uploaded by Barcroft TVOrcas Vs Shark: Killer Whales Take Down Tiger Shark SUBSCRIBE: We upload a new .
Drones just captured the most detailed photos of wild killer whales yet 26 Oct 2015 . Drones could be the future of

protecting the endangered Southern Resident killer whales, NOAA researchers say. Learn more about Killer
Whales SeaWorld Orlando

